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The thermal G:eenís  function method has been used to calculate the real part of the
optical conductivir:;  in the gauge-field model. The gauge invariant response functions
were considered to the second order of the gauge field. We found that there is a structure
in the frequecy  rarge of a fraction of the Fermi energy. It is due to the excitation of
particle-hole pair ad a gauge field by a photon. In the small-frequency region, the
optical conductivi::;  is sensitive to temperature becauseíof boson excitations. In the
intermediate and -igh frequency region it is not sensitive because fermion excitations
dominates.

PACS. 74.25.G~  - r3?tical.properties.

In the past few y-;=_rs the gauge field model has been studied extensively [1,2].  Lee and
Nagoasa [l] showed thz it can be derived from the t-J model using the slave-boson method.
The temperature depertonce  of the resistivity can be explained by this model though there
is problem in the Hall :cfiEcient.  The infrared reflection spectrum of the normal state of
high temperature supe::2nductors  (HTCS) hs ows a non-Drude behavior [3]  which may be
an indication that the% _Tateri& are not conventional Fermi liquid. Kim et al. [4] studied
the optical conductivi;:  qf fermions interacting  with gauge fields and found thit the gauge
field has a profound <zt on the optical conductivity. In our system there are fermions
and bosons and the gzrze  field is related to both of them. However, the behavior of the
gauge field is similar. <us it is interesting to see if the gauge field model can produce a

- result which is in accr< with expermental  results. Our work is an attempt to clarify if
it can give a correct ds:ription to HTSC. Since we are concerned with the normal state
properties, we do the <elation at finite temperature.

In the continuw Imit, the gauge field model has the Lagrangian density

L = f -8, f + bíZ__i  - bívíb+1 (1)

’ Refereed version of th- zntributed  paper presented at the 1995 Taiwan Inteinational  Conference
on Superconductivity,~rgust 8-11,  1995, Hualien, Taiwan, R.O.C.
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f and b are fermion and boson operators and A’  and a’ denote external and gauge field
respectively. Here the Coulomb gauge had been chosen. We started with Eq. (1) and
derived the form of the polarization function to the second order in gauge field.

The Fourier transform of the propagator of gauge field < T[aF(r)aj(O)]  > has the
expression [ 1,3]

D(q,w)  = (6.. - QíQí)d(q’  91 q2 ,W )

1

q2 l-Iof(q+J) + &+PJ)

(3)

in the level of the random phase approximation. IIy(bl is the current-current polarization

of free fermion  (boson) shown in the Fig. 1. Since the real part of the optical conductivity
is physically more interesting, we shall concentrate our attention to the imaginary part of
polarization II(n, Q + 0), which is related to the real part of optical conductivity as

Rea,,(R, Q + 0) = ~imn,,(~,  Q ---)  0). (4)

The photon momentum is very small compared to those of electrons so we shall consider
only the polarization in the long wave-length limit. In the gauge field model the electron
polarization function has the form:

WwbWn(n) = n,(n) t I-I&-q’ 6)

Eq. (5) was obtained first by L. B. Ioffe and A. I. Larkian  (31. The current-current po-
larization of fermions and bosons have similar forms. The imaginary part of free fermion
polarization, IIî/, vanishes in the frequency region !J > u~Q, where uf is the Fermi ve-
locity, because energy and momentum conservations  can not be simultaneously satisfied.
(For finite temperature it is only approximately true.) For the same reason that of bosons
vanishes when n > QJm. Therefore, we neglected the imaginary part of polarizations
of both free fermions and free bosons. This is a good approximation in the temperature
range of 100î1<. The imaginary part of polarization can be obtained from the next order
diagrams shown in Fig. 2. The summation of diagrams of Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e gives
the imaginary part of polarization IIcfcbj the in following expression (superscript c denotes
the current polarization)

(6)

-~~[~ë(9,w)~j(9,w)~,ë(q,w)]lm[dí(q,w  + Q)]},
where

) - ìj(b)h)
w + cp - cPfq + i6 ’ (7)
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FIG. 1. The one loop diagramsífor (a) diamagnetic.diagram,  (b) p aramagnetic diagram. The cross

and dot denote the current and density vertex respectively.

FIG. 2. The diagrams of the second order in gauge field.
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FIG. 2. The real part of u as a function of frequency R/21  at (a) T = 1 3 0 ° K  (solid line) and (b)
7’ = 200°K (dashed line).

with [ bei_q  a pbstive  infinitesimal value, and 4 a unit vector. nfci)(t)  is the Fermi (Bose-

Eiensenj  distribution function. The superscript T denotes the retarded function. The

diagra  cc Fig. 2g vanishes due to the symmetry reason. The diagram of Fig. 2f with the
densky vez-tex  (superscript n) has the form:

-.
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where

Pf(b) = c R/(b)kp+q) - Rf(b)(fdp w + R + cp - +q + is’ (9)

The presence of the boson polarizations always makes the contirburion small because the
bosons have a much smaller energy scale, T and momentum scale, Jím  than fermions
have. Therefore, only in the small frequency region (Q (< eF) does JmII;,,,(Q) have

significant contribution. The fermion part of ImIIî(R)  h as the dominant contribution to
the conductivity in the intermediate and high frequncg region.

The real part of the optical conductivity using the Eq. (5) is plotted in Fig. 3 und_er
the  condi t ion  1/2mba’ = t = 0.5 (eV), I/2m,a 2 - J = O.leV,  (a is the lattice constant,-
1 is the hopping energy and J is the exchange energyj and the concentration of d0ppin.g
7 = 0.15. The solid line and the dashed line correspond to temperture T = 15Oîli  and
T = 200°K  respectively. The result of Fig. 3 showed a sophisticated behavior of spectrum
of optical conductivity. In the small-frequency region, the optical conductivity is sensitive
to temperature because of boson excitations. The dominant contributution comes from
lmIl~,,,(n).  I n  t h e intermediate and high frequency region it is not sensitive because

fermion  excitations dominates. The entire spectrum can be viewed as a curve proportional
to l/n plus a structure given by ImIíI;Ibj( R in the freqency  range of a fraction of the Fermi)
energy. The latter is due to’  the excitation of a particle-hole pair and a gauge-field by. a
photon. Most HTSC material did show a non-Drude behavior in the infrared spectrum f3]
and experimental data give u a R-” where CY is slightly greater than 1 while in the Drude
model a = 2. Therefore the gauge field model is a candidate for HTSC.
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